Abstract-Future radio telescopes are envisioned to be beamforming arrays containing hundreds to millions of elements distributed over thousands of km 2 , with bandwidths that are 10% or more of the RF center frequency. It is awkward to analyze such systems using traditional narrowband beamforming theory. This paper presents a frequency-domain model that includes relevant features such as true time delay, distributed doppler effects, and nonideal instrumental frequency response. Conventional beamforming-i.e., maximizing the gain in a certain direction subject to no other constraints-is analyzed in the context of the model. A simple method for suppressing interference in the beamformer output is also analyzed. In this method, a second beam is formed in the direction of the interference and subtracted from the output of the desired beam. Although the concept is sound, two problems are identified. First is the potential for partial or complete canceling of the desired source, along with the interference. The second problem is coloring of the noise spectrum, which may thwart the detection of weak spectral features. These problems are shown to be closely related to the array geometry, and some work-arounds are suggested.
I. INTRODUCTION
A common task in radio astronomy is to measure of the power density due to a distant radio source in the far field of an array of antennas located on the surface of the Earth. The power density may be measured as a function of frequency, sky position, or both. Modern array telescopes have very large aperture (baselines from to meters) in order to achieve high spatial resolution, and use small numbers of large paraboloidal reflector systems as elements, yielding low spatial aliasing despite extreme undersampling of the aperture. Perhaps the best-known of these systems is the very large array (VLA) near Socorro, NM [1] . The usual strategy for obtaining images in these systems is by application of the Wiener-Khinchin Theorem: The correlations ("visibilities") between antennas are measured and then Fourier-transformed to yield an image [2] . A disadvantage of this strategy is that the imaging field-of-view (FOV) can be no greater than the beamwidth of an array element, which means the elements must be mechanically steered to image larger FOVs.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TAP.2003.812237 [3] - [5] . Challenges inherent in this approach include increased computational burden to achieve the same spatial resolution, and increased vulnerability to processing artifacts due to strong sources in the enlarged FOV. Also, there is interest in being able to allow multiple small-FOV observing programs to operate simultaneously in the same larger, fixed FOV. Beamforming offers an elegant solution to these issues. Clusters of elements can be combined by beamforming to obtain a smaller number of virtual elements, each with reduced FOV, and different beamformers can be be used simultaneously to accommodate multiple observing programs. Furthermore, the beamforming step facilitates the introduction of spatial filtering techniques to suppress radio frequency interference (RFI), a persistent and growing problem for radio astronomy.
The theory of beamforming is well-documented in the literature; a useful survey of the topic can be found in [6] . However, the existing literature concentrates on systems with small fractional bandwidths and compact, doppler-free aperture, and thus is not directly applicable to the analysis of beamforming by large radio telescope arrays. An elegant description of beamforming that is applicable to this class of systems has recently been provided by Welch and Dreher [7] . However, they obtained a time-domain model which makes it somewhat awkward to describe and analyze certain useful types of signal processing. This paper basically repeats the derivation of Welch and Dreher, but obtains a complementary frequency domain model which is useful for analyzing the performance of wideband beamforming and interference nulling techniques. Also, the model proposed in this paper includes a very general description of important instrumental effects such as nonflat system response and internally-generated noise. Unlike many other disciplines in which beamforming is employed, radio astronomy is always strongly noise-limited. Therefore, it is important to understand the degree to which beamforming algorithms interact with wideband systems to add, color, or otherwise distort the power density of the noise.
Also in this paper, the model above is used to analyze a simple technique for canceling interference in a beam formed in the direction of a desired source (a "source beam") by directly subtracting an estimate of the interference component of that beam. This estimate is obtained by forming a second beam in the direction of the interference (an "interference beam"), and then modifying the output of this beamformer to match the interference component in the source beam. Subtracting this estimate from the source beam cancels the interference. This approach has been proposed by Welch and Dreher [7] . Using the new model, this paper provides a simple analysis of the technique. The analysis reveals problems arising from "bleed-through" of the desired source into the interference beam, and the potential for distortion of the noise spectrum. These problems are quantified and found to be significant in certain cases. In particular, it is found that source bleed-through into the interference beam leads to partial or total canceling of the desired source. This effect is similar to the well-known self-cancellation problem that plagues certain adaptive array systems, such as generalized sidelobe cancellers. For this particular interference suppression algorithm, the degree of self-cancellation can be analyzed using the wideband beamforming model. The problems are found to be closely related to the array geometry, and some suggestions are offered to improve performance in this respect.
This paper is organized as follows. The source measurement model, including a description of the wideband beamforming process, is given in Section II. The noise measurement model is given in Section III, which also describes the effect of beamforming on the noise spectrum. Section IV describes the response of the beamformer to undesired sources, such as RFI from satellites. Section V describes the process of forming an interference beam, and some of its properties are discussed. Section VI describes the procedure for canceling the interference in the beamformer output. The problems of source canceling and residual noise are analyzed, and the influence of array geometry is discussed. Finally, Section VII offers some suggestions for mitigating problems which do not involve modifications to the array geometry, but do involve some additional processing.
II. SOURCE MEASUREMENT MODEL
To begin, consider the following model for a waveform incident on a reference point : (1) where is a "complex baseband" representation of ; i.e., centered at a frequency of zero, and, therefore, complexvalued. The physical quantity is obtained by taking the real part.
is the RF center frequency. Note that this model is completely general, since no restrictions (e.g., bandwidth, spectral symmetry) are placed on . However, in this paper we shall restrict our attention to a single, discrete, direction of arrival and will assume that the polarization of the receiving array elements is perfectly matched to that of the incident signal. However, these assumptions are not restrictive and the following development can be extended to cases involving sources which are distributed in angle and polarization.
Let us define to be the argument of the operator in (1) , and consider the special case of a complex sinusoid (CW) signal at some offset from (2) where is an arbitrary complex-valued function of . The Fourier transform is (3) where is the delta (impulse) function. The corresponding quantity incident on the array element, assuming the source is in the far-field of the array, is different by a delay associated with the position of the element with respect to . Taking into account this delay, we have the following (assuming the geometrical delay varies slowly relative to the source bandwidth): (4) where is given by (5) where is the unit-magnitude vector which points from toward the distant source, and is the speed of light.
To generalize (2) to model signals with arbitrary spectrum, one can integrate over (6) Because is independent of and , the corresponding frequency-domain generalization is:
Evaluating the integral, one obtains (8) This quantity represents the source spectrum incident on the array element. Note that because varies with time, appears to be "chirped." This chirp can also be interpreted as a doppler shift which is due to the motion of the array with respect to a frame of reference that is fixed to the source in the far field. In radio astronomy, this situation arises due to the motion of the Earth with respect to the sky-fixed frame of reference. For the benefit of readers who may not be familiar with the need to account for this apparent doppler shift for very large wideband arrays, justification is provided in the Appendix.
To obtain a model for the signals measured by the receivers, one must account for the response of the array elements and function of the receivers. The output of the array element is modeled as , where is the frequency response of the array element in the direction . Next the receiver shifts the source spectrum to baseband; i.e., center frequency close to zero, where it is easier to digitize. This is usually accomplished by multiplying with a "local oscillator" (LO), which is simply a sinusoid with frequency , followed by lowpass filtering to reject the undesired (sum) product. If it is desired to combine the receiver outputs to perform beamforming, then it is also required that the receiver outputs be mutually coherent. This implies that the apparent doppler between array elements must be compensated. In radio astronomical jargon, this is known as fringe stopping. This is accomplished by applying a slowly-varying time-dependent phase to the LO, and selecting to enforce coherency, as will be explained below. Prior to beamforming, we must also equalize the geometrical delays . This is most easily done within the receivers, after downconversion. Finally, in the process of being downconverted and delayed, the signal experiences certain effects which are not necessarily desired but which are nevertheless unavoidable; these include variations in magnitude, phase, and delay which vary from receiver to receiver. With no loss of generality, it is possible to model these effects collectively as a single receiver-dependent baseband frequency response . Note that can also include intentional modifications to the signal, such as filtering to limit bandwidth.
In summary, the measurement by the receiver can be modeled as (9) which, after substitution using (8) and some algebra, becomes (10) For coherency among receiver outputs, we require (11) where is an arbitrary constant that is the same for all receivers. Without loss of generality, the factor can be lumped with . Then one obtains (12) Equation (10) can now be rewritten as the following:
Now we can define beamforming in a very general sense as the operation (14) where is the number of elements in the array. The conventional beamformer is defined by , which maximizes the gain in the direction of the source subject to no other constraints. This results in . Note that this is the expected result that the output is a perfect measurement of the spectrum of the source, times the array factor which is simply .
Although this model is formulated in the frequency domain, note that implementation need not necessarily be in the frequency domain. It should also be noted that this model can accomodate electromagnetic coupling between elements. This happens by interpreting as the embedded pattern; i.e., the response of the array element in the presence of the other (appropriately-terminated) elements. This interpretation can be used to analyze (for example) focal plane arrays in terms of the model described here.
III. NOISE MEASUREMENT MODEL
In this paper it is assumed that noise is introduced at the terminals of each array element, but prior to receivers. This is consistent with a system in which the system temperature is dominated by low noise amplifiers (LNAs) at the antenna terminals. Let us define as the complex spectrum of this noise, and assume that has statistics which are approximately white Gaussian, uncorrelated between array elements, 1 and with zero mean in the time domain. For the moment, it is not assumed that has equal power per element, since (for example) individual LNAs within a system may display significant differences in noise temperature.
When there is only LNA noise present (i.e., no sources or interference), each receiver measures (15) analogous to the source-only result given in (9) . This simplifies to the following: (16) The conventional beamformer outputs (17) (18) It appears at first glance that beamforming (or calibration, depending on how you look at it) "colors" the noise. In fact, the noise power spectral density is given by (19) where " " denotes the expectation (mean value over time) and the superscript " " indicates conjugation. Since we assumed that the noise from different elements will be uncorrelated, the crossterms go to zero. This leaves (20) where is the noise power spectral density . Note that this result assumes that the expectation is computed over a period of time during which any change in is negligible. Equation (20) indicates that the noise at the output of the beamformer is colored only to the extent that (1) the element noise contributions are colored, and (2) , confirming the expected result that the improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) due to beamforming is 1 One should note that this assumption can be violated in certain radio astronomical measurements, due to the extremely low system temperature achieved by modern radio telescopes. Below 400 MHz or so, the environmental (sky) noise can easily dominate over the system-generated noise, leading to noise which is correlated between elements. At almost any frequency, the Sun can become a source of correlated noise that dominates over the system noise. The extension of this work to include these special cases is left for future study.
Note also, that the model so far is linear; that is, the output resulting from a signal with two additive components is the same as the summed outputs when the signals are processed through the model separately. Thus, the beamformer output in case of one point source plus system noise is (22) IV. RESPONSE TO AN INTERFERER Next, let us determine the response due to an interferer. It is assumed that the interferer is a point source in the far field, incident from the direction in which points, with baseband spectrum . The signal incident on the array element is then (23) where the superscript " " denotes the parameters associated with as opposed to . When forming a beam in direction , the contribution to the measurement due to the interferer only is (24) substituting (23) and rearranging terms, one obtains (25) Therefore, the contribution of the interferer in the output of the conventional beamformer is (26) Note that again, due to the linearity of the model, the result for a single source, a single interferer, and noise together is (22) plus (26).
It may also be of interest to know the interference-to-noise ratio (INR) at the beamformer output. We begin by finding the power spectral density of the interferer (27) An approximate answer can be obtained by assuming that the variation in the element gains is negligible. Then, one obtains (28) where (29) Note, that the second factor in (28) is simply the ratio of element gains in the interferer and source directions. For a dish antenna pointed at the source with an interferer located outside the main lobe, this roughly equal to the inverse of the gain of the dish. We refer to as the ambiguity parameter, for reasons that will soon become clear.
captures the effect of the array geometry, independent of the element patterns. Note that the largest value that can achieve is 1. This occurs when the interferer is collocated with the desired source, or approaches an ambiguity in the array response. Otherwise, this factor will be on the order of . Thus, the INR increase with respect to that received by a single isotropic element is usually about , but increases to about when the interferer approaches an ambiguity. It is interesting to note that in the dish antenna case, when the interferer is away from the main lobe, that beamforming usually decreases (improves) the INR by about , but intermittently increases the INR by the same factor when array ambiguities are encountered.
V. INTERFERENCE BEAMS
An interference beam can be formed in the same ways as the source beam. If one uses the delays , LO phases , and filters , the output of the interference beam is (30) A simple analysis shows that the interference beam has the same properties as the source beam. Specifically, we obtain a perfect measurement of the spectrum of the interferer, enhanced by the array factor . The noise power spectral density is The increase in the INR is, therefore, about , which confirms that the interference beam does in fact yield an improved estimate of the interference. It is also worthwhile to note that in the special case where the elements are dish antennas, and the interferer is outside the main lobe, the element pattern is approximately isotropic, and so the INR improvement is simply proportional to .
VI. INTERFERENCE BEAM CANCELING
Welch and Dreher describe an interference canceling strategy based on source and interference beams in [7] . The basic idea is to use the interference beam output to cancel the interference component of the source beam. In this section, one possible implementation of this strategy is described and analyzed.
In Section IV, it was shown that the output of the source beam in the presence of an interferer is (33)
The objective is to transform the output of the interference beam [represented by (30)] into a something that cancels the third term in (33). A simple approach is simply to make copies of the interference beam, apply the appropriate filters to each copy, and sum the results. The filters are given by (34) Unfortunately, the process of generating the canceling signal, as described above, operates on the source and noise components of the interference beam as well. Thus, the output of the canceller will include additional, distorted source terms as well as additional noise terms. These are considered next.
A. Source Canceling
The canceling signal derived from the interference beam is given by (35) When added to , this signal exactly cancels the interference terms, but also introduces some new source and noise terms. For simplicity, let us once again assume that all the elements are identical. Then the component of due to the source in the interference beam is (36) Recall that the maximum value can achieve is 1. When this happens, the desired-source contribution in the canceling signal, given by (36), exactly cancels the desired sourceclearly an undesirable situation. Therefore, it is important to understand the range of expected values of the parameter . Consider the following simulation. We begin with a uniform linear array of 23 elements with 6 m spacing between elements (138 m maximum baseline). At the same time, let us consider an array which is identical except that its elements are separated by 43.5 m (1 km maximum baseline). We can further simplify the scenario by fixing the source location to be at the zenith, such that 0 for all . For the purposes of illustration, let us assume the interferer is a satellite of the U.S. Global Positioning System (GPS), with a center frequency of 1575.42 MHz [8] . Fig. 1 shows the resulting value of when the interferer is at various elevations.
Note, that the technique falls apart ( , leading to significant source canceling) at some frequencies. The effect of increasing the array aperture is to increase the rate of variation with frequency. In fact, it is now clear that corresponds to aliasing resulting from spacing the elements by greater than one-half wavelength. On the positive side, note that is down by about (i.e., 55 dB) over much of the spectrum; in this sense, the self-canceling situation improves as more elements are added to the array. In this case, the expected canceling of the source power spectrum away from ambiguity regions is on the order of 0.2 %. Also, note that the conditions which give rise to the strong ambiguities are completely deterministic, so these conditions can be anticipated and countermeasures can be taken. Some examples of countermeasures are described below. Since the ambiguity problem is clearly related to the array geometry, it is natural to ask if the situation can be improved by using some other geometry. To illustrate one alternative, consider repositioning the elements in the uniform linear array described above with spacings given by m as opposed to m for the large array. The resulting array has the same overall aperture as the uniformly-spaced version, but with irregular spacings. Repeating the experiment above, one obtains the result shown in Fig. 2 . Note that the ambiguities are much less prominent. As expected, it is possible to limit the effect of ambiguities by manipulating the array geometry.
There are other means by which one can achieve similar results. For example, it is also possible to form the interference beam using only a portion of the full array (i.e., a subarray). In this case, the elements used to form the interference beam could be chosen to avoid ambiguities, and the subarray could be reconfigured as the interferer moves through the sky. Yet another approach, which might be suitable for an array of dish antennas, is to use focal plane arrays to provide multiple elements per dish. The elements within a focal plane array can, in many cases, be within one-half wavelength of each other. So, the elements of the focal plane array can be used to prevent the onset of grating lobes. For detailed treatments on the topic of array design to counter ambiguities, the reader is referred to [9] and [10] .
B. Residual Noise
The second undesired contribution arising due to the interference beam canceling technique is an additional noise term. This noise term is simply the noise present in the interference beam, which has been carried through the canceling signal generation process and injected into the source beam output.
The component of the canceling signal due to the noise present in the interference beam is (37) Once again assuming that the antenna responses are identical, this can be rewritten (38)
The resulting power spectral density is given by ; thus
Notice that the noise that is introduced by the canceling signal is colored by . The significance of this finding will be addressed shortly. First, note that further simplification is possible by assuming that the noise power spectral density is the same for all elements. Then, the above equation simplifies to (40) When this is added to the noise power spectral density in the source beam output [ , (21)], the result is that the total noise power spectral density at the output of the canceler is times that of the source beam. In other words, the noise introduced by the canceler reduces the noise power, but at the same time colors the noise. The peaks of the ambiguity functions shown in Figs. 1 and 2 will correspond to nulls in the output noise spectrum.
This coloring of the noise spectrum may have grave consequences for measurements of weak spectral features, especially if the bandwidth of those features approaches the rate of ripple in . This is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
VII. SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING PERFORMANCE
It is clear from the analysis in the previous sections that source canceling and noise coloring are drawbacks of the interference beam canceling method. In this section, some methods are proposed for mitigating these problems. Unlike the methods suggested earlier, the following methods do not require changes to the array geometry.
A. Preventing Source Canceling by Nulling the Source
Earlier, the possibility of manipulating the geometry of the array used to form the interference beam was addressed. An alternative approach to improve the source cancellation problem is to use the same (or different) array, but to modify the interference beam such that it has a null in the direction of the source. In this case, there would be no bleed-through of the source into the interference beam and, thus, no source canceling. There are a number of approaches that might be employed to form the desired null. It is worth noting that there are some aspects of the radio astronomy problem that argue strongly for this approach. First, large arrays have complex sidelobe patterns with many closely-spaced nulls. Thus, it seems reasonable to expect that a null can be shifted to the source position without much distortion in the main lobe of the interference beam. Second, note that the interference canceling algorithm is not very sensitive to small distortions in the main lobe of the interference beam; i.e., it is more important to know the beam properties in the direction of the interference than it is to center a narrow, symmetrical beam precisely on the interferer. Thus, rather severe distortion of the main lobe of the interference beam could be tolerated for the sake of putting a null on the desired source.
B. Preventing Source Canceling by Windowing the Interference Beam
An alternative approach to the mitigation of source bleedthrough is to "window" the interference beam. Windowing in this case means modifying the filters to include additional constant coefficients . The choice of 1 for all is the uniform window. Alternatively, one can taper the magnitudes of the 's across the array aperture to implement other kinds of windows. For example, one might select 's according to a Bartlett window, defined as 2 for a centrally-located element, and tapering linearly to 0 for elements located at the maximum distance from the central element. Whereas the first sidelobe level of the uniformly-windowed conventional beamformer is about 13 dB, the first sidelobe of the Bartlett-windowed beamformer is about 25 dB [11] . Therefore, the source bleed-through into the interference beam will, on average, be much less.
The main advantage of windowing the interference beamformer, with respect to the source nulling approach, is that no information about source location is required. Thus, there is no concern about accurate placement of a null. However, there are two drawbacks to the windowing approach. First, the suppression of the source in the interference beam is obviously not perfect; it is just better on average. Second, the width of the main lobe of the interference beam increases with windowing. This means that the source and interferer must be an increased distance apart in order for windowing to be practical. Also, there is the possibility that increasing the width of the interference beam results in additional sources or interferers in the interference beam, which the canceling algorithm is not equipped to deal with.
For a discussion of the tradeoff between various window functions in terms of main lobe width and sidelobe levels, [11] is recommended. Another useful discussion of windowing beamformers for RFI suppression appears in [12] . Note that [12] describes windowing for the source beam; however, the principles are the same.
C. Dealing With Coloring of the Noise Spectrum
The noise spectra suggested by Fig. 3 would obscure weak spectral features, which are frequently the subjects of interest in radio astronomical measurements. It is theoretically possible to calculate the coloring function and to use this information to correct the noise spectrum after detection and in-tegration. However, it could be very difficult to perform this correction with the accuracy necessary to preserve the original "flat spectrum" sensitivity of the system. If this case, a better approach may be to use one of the alternative interference mitigation methods discussed next.
D. Alternatives to Direct Subtraction of the Interference Beam
Recall that both the source canceling and noise coloring problems are due to the attempt to subtract the interference beam, including its source and noise contributions, directly from the source beam. If the source and noise contributions were suppressed in the interference beam output before subtraction from the source beam, then neither source canceling nor noise coloring (at least the extreme manifestations illustrated in Fig. 3 ) could occur. One way to accomplish this is to use the interference beam as an input to a parametric estimation/synthesis algorithm, such as described in [13] or [14] . However, these techniques require some a priori knowledge of the interferer and may not be practical for all forms of interference. Another alternative is to use the interference beam as the reference signal for an adaptive canceller [15] or a postcorrelation processor [16] .
APPENDIX DOPPLER IN VERY LARGE ARRAYS
For effective beamforming with very large arrays, the doppler associated with the motion of the array with respect to the source must be taken into account. This is especially true in radio astronomy. The purpose of this Appendix is to quantify this effect and demonstrate the extent of the problem, using the radio astronomy application as an example.
Following the nomenclature introduced in Section II, the component of velocity of the element of the array in the direction of the source is given by (41) Therefore, the apparent doppler at frequency is
The largest possible doppler shift is associated with the highest frequency experienced over the longest baseline in the array, and is given by (43) where is the angle measured from the baseline to . For a radio telescope composed of a planar array of elements distributed over the surface of the earth, itself is maximum when the source is at the zenith, i.e.,
. Thus, we find that the maximum magnitude of is (44) In this example, is the sky's apparent rate of rotation, which is about rad/s. Fig. 4 shows as a function of aperture (maximum baseline) for various RF center fre- quencies. For example, let us assume GHz, which is toward the high end of frequency coverage for some proposed new telescopes [3] , [5] . In some applications, may be required to be as little as 0.01 Hz [17] . To achieve interference canceling over wide bandwidths, an even tighter specification may be required: An accumulated phase error of 0.01 turns after one second limits the canceling to just 25 dB in a one-second integration. Requiring Hz, one finds that the maximum allowable aperture without fringe stopping is only 4 m. Other systems may have less demanding spectral resolution or phase stationarity requirements, but have larger apertures or higher operating frequencies. Thus, the doppler must be compensated in these systems as well.
It should also be noted that many interference sources, e.g. satellites, move much faster than the sky rate of rotation. Let us assume the interferer is a low-earth-orbiting (LEO) satellite. A typical horizon-to-horizon transit time for an LEO satellite is about 20 min, yielding rad/s-much faster than the sky rate of rotation. under these assumptions is about 9 Hz at 1 GHz with km. If not properly taken into account, the resulting loss of coherency will tend to decorrelate the signals from each element, degrading the estimate of the interferer obtained using a beamformer.
